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Background: Making it happen in practice
• Currently several larger initiatives to nationally strengthen
the local work with crime prevention and safety
promotion in the almost 300 Swedish municipalities.
• The Swedish government has through its new crime
prevention program made clear that they want the police
to collaborate more with the municipalities as well as
with the private sector (e.g., housing companies) in
conducting problem‐oriented or knowledge‐based crime
prevention.
• How can we make this systematic problem‐oriented crime
prevention and safety promotion, in collaboration,
happen in real practice, outside of research projects.
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The SARA process as the core

Crime prevention in practice in Sweden today?
• The problem‐oriented/knowledge‐based crime
prevention perspective is well‐known among
practitioners but many have difficulties knowing
how to carry it out in practice.
• Many say that they do ”Scan/Map” but very few
say they do analyses and follow‐ups of
interventions.
• A majority say they have conducted crime
preventive interventions during the last year
but few base these interventions on the
scanning and analysis. A clear need for more
steering towards knowledge‐based work.
(Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention, 2018)
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Need for more relevant training/education by
researchers/university lectures
• E.g., the Criminology Programme
(Bachelor programme) at Örebro
University
• Applied criminology and problem‐
oriented / Knowledge‐based thinking (The
SARA process) are cores of the program
• See www.oru.se

• Training of staff working today with
crime prevention and safety
promotion!

An attempt in practice
‐ ECS

Effective collaboration for safety
– A handbook

• Originates from Örebro municipality in
Sweden
• Striving for knowledge‐based crime
prevention and safety promotion in
collaboration
• Police, municipality, housing companies, etc.

• Structure in:
•
•
•
•

Mapping/Assessment
Analyses of causes
Actions/Interventions on solid grounds
Follow‐up, evaluate, and report

• A constant and long‐term work
• Mapping each week to prioritize resources in
collaboration
• More in‐depth analyzes of each quarter and year
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Purpose and goal of ECS?
• Use of all resources in an optimal, coordinated way
• Goal is to
• Prevent crime and other phenomena that can increase perceived
unsafety
• Recude perceived unsafety, maximize feelings of perceived safety

How? Every week, quarter, and year
• Mapping each week to do priorities of resources
in collaboration
• Where do we need actions/interventions the coming
week?

• More in‐depth analyzes of each quarter and year
• Data from each week makes up time‐series data and
geo‐coded we can study hot‐spots and hot‐times.
• Each quarter the more in‐depth analyses analyses
what interventions have been implemented
connected to the development in that area.
• Mapping of development over time yield a priority of
the three areas in most need of interventions in the
coming quarter.
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Phenomena continously
scanned/mapped and analyzed in ECS
• 1) Desctruction of property
• What, where, when, why, action/intervention?

• 2) Unsafe location
• What, where, when, why, action/intervention?

• 3) Unsafe gathering of people
• What, where, when, why, action/intervention?

• 4) Other unsafe‐producing phenomena

+ data from police of crime
reports and other police
intelligence.

• What, where, when, why, action/intervention?

• 5) Incident against employee
• What, where, when, why, action/intervention?

• 6) Special upcoming events
• What, where, when, why, action/intervention?

Information collected each week all year
round
• Large amounts of information accumulates over time
• Need to be easy and effective:
• To put in information
• To make sense of the information
• Mapping and doing analyses

• Computerized support is needed
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Computerized support for mapping
and analyses
Introducing EMBRACE
”Evidence‐based methodology for better structured analysis of
crime, safety, and follow‐up of interventions.”
www.embrace‐safety.com / www.embrace‐safety.se

Any data; Police
recorded crimes,
SES‐statistics,
weather, etc.

EMBRACE IQ

All parties’ information to
ONE and the same local
”map” of problems

EMBRACE Insight
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Unsafe place

Scanning

Analyses

”Filters” to click. Choose an
area or type of incident or
crime and all statistics will
show just that.

Dynamic diagrams that can be
”drilled” in to show different
levels of detail.
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Satellite , aerial, heat map, and
street view.

Different ”views” to choose
from. Easy to create new
”views”.
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When during the day do things
occur?
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When during the day do
destruction of property occur?

Drawing in the map to study
more specific areas, roads, or
places.
Can be used to study specific
places but also to do follow‐up
of interventions.
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Street view – To start the
analysis concerning potential
causes
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Gata

Gata
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Gata

Gata
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Heat map functionality to help find
concentrations of incidents
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Documentation of interventions.
Drawing in the map to mark where and
when an intervention has taken place.
This is saved in the system so that it is
clear where for example cameras are.

Comparison between two different
times periods.
E.g., before and during intervention.
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Indicates effects of the
intervention in the area.
But, how about displacement
or diffusion?
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Indicates diffusion of effects to
the surrounding blocks.

Conclusions? How to make it happen in practice
• Relevant training/education by researchers/university lectures
• Problem‐oriented / Knowledge‐based thinking (The SARA process)
• Organizing the work effectively in collaboration – ECS as an example

• Use of easy‐to‐use and effective digital tools to aid the work
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Evidence, Challenges and Risks?
• Enough evidence for the usefulness of the SARA process?
• What is the alternative? What is done today?

• Need of evaluations of ECS
• Process evaluation of ECS‐inspired work in seven Swedish municipalities is positive
(Hallin, 2018)
• Evaluation of the Örebro municipality ECS work positive in terms of organization and
collaboration and indications of effects on unsafety‐related incidents (Fahlgren et al.,
2018 ‐ June)

• Good implementation crucial
• Implementation and data needs monitoring

• Training/education – the right competence ‐ very important
• Risk for wrong conclusions and thus wrong interventions or no interventions

• How to regularly measures subjective, perceived feelings of unsafety
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